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Schmit:t:, JOyce, 4 Juniors Gain
At Last Wins Recognition

• • •

A Success Story Talty, Greicius, Mesner,
1-tonn Also ~nter Fraternity

BY JOHN DOWLING
totally unappreciated by the college faculty and stuThere's a story behind the Alpha Sigma Nu appointdents. It was a dark moment and he must have been
ments. It's a short revelation-and one that we're glad
tempted to forsake his uncompensated tasks.
to tell-that encomiutns sometimes arrive late.
But, being the type of man he is, Jack reacted quickly
It's the story of Jack Schmitt, whose star shines
and devoted attention anew, not only to the paper but
brightly today after being obscured by the phosphorescence of satellite glamor boys. Today Jack is
also to his studies and to other fields of activity,;c.j\iS't
one of the members-elect of the Jesuit honor fraternity,
as quitely as before but with perceptib!!' enhanced
although his merits were overlooked when the original
vigor and effectiveness.
choices from his class were made last spring.
In the months that ensued, we of The Carroll News
' Our story tells of a careful student, a diligent workcame to like Jack increasingly more as a friend, to ad·
er, and an able but self-effacing editor. The tale lies
mire him as an editor, and to appreciate him as a work
somewhere between the Alger and the man-who-camemate.
Jack's humor came at just the right times. When
back themes.
One year ago, Jack Schmitt was probably the most
little things went wrong, he didn't insist. He was con·
disappointed boy on the campus. The ASN roster had
tent to suggest, and his suggestions were followed with
just gone to press and his name was missing. Jack felt
alactrity.
He introduced no great innovations in makeup or
the omission keenly.
It was then that tlw self-restraint which has now
style but he did succeed in establishing what past
brought him a well-earned reward permitted him only
editors had found virtually impossible. Jack's disa sentence or two in manifesting his chagrin.
tinctive accomplishment was an efficiently integrated,
Jack was hurt, and in a few words he questioned
loyal staff.
the avail of the work he was doing. He wondered if
We salute J ack Schmitt-a youth whom disappointthe tedious hours he was spending at the printer's
ment only spurred. It seems true worth has its reevery other Thursday night, away from his study, were
ward, even it it comes belatedly.

will present an original story prepared Freshman Dean, Father Wrn. Ryan, the aecision of the Dean's Committee,

the concert to be held in May may be

and written by Peter Mesner and Ger- and Dr. George Grauel. The six final· the recommending body, to set aside

construed as tru\y indka\.lve oi trt

ard Mulvihill, over WTAM at 12:30 ists chosen by these judges wUl speak

uccess which the concert \.,P.ll enjoy,"
· · -_;_, ta:v. J osepn A. Kilfer, S. J.,

p.~.

a statement eat\'9 tn\s wee'k.
The practice sessions are at the
!1eight of their intensity, and with the
<!Onccrt less than a month away, the

Club has seriously undertaken

I

the task of mastering the various se- .
lections t.o be oHered.
Th latest feature to be added to the
program includes severttl accordian so-

los to be played by Edward Kuznik,
freshn,an, who has ten years
(){ playing experience behind him. Dr.
l~ouis Balogh announced that the enlire program may be ready for publil;ation next week.
;!l

Jack Schmitt ..• rewarded

PO, Press, News Send Men
·To Lecture on Journalism
At the suggestion of Father Edmund C. Horne, S. J., president
qf the uniYersity, and through the cooperation and courtesy of
~he editors of the three dailies in Cleveland a .course of six Ject.ures will be offered on JoumaHsm during ApriL
Editors Paul Bellamy of the Pla in
Dealer, Louis B. Selt£er of the Press
and Nat Howard of the News accepted the invitation extended by Father
Horne to send six men of their staffs
to lecture to Carroll men interested in
n.ewspaper work.
The speakers, topics, and dates inelude: April 7, editorial writing, E. P.
l)crthick, day city editor of the Plain
~- r;,caler; April 8, newspaper editing,
Flhilip w. Porter, news editor of the
P'lnin Dealer.
April 21, editorial writing, A. T.
Eiurch, associate editor of the Press:
April 22. political reporting, Richard
Maher, political editor or the Press.
April 28, newspaper reporting, Wallnce Katz, ~~porter of the News: April
2!l, feature writing. John M. Storm,
editorial writct· and associate editor,
l'j'ews.
The place for all the lectures will
Room 228.
To the members of the editori!l staff
o the Carroll News, the lectures will
be extremely important, and attendance at these lectures will be a matter
ot assignment from the editor.

flold ()ratorical
Prelims Tuesday

(Jack) Schmitt, former editor of tb,.e
Carroll News, ana secondly, William
D. Joyce, president of the Carroll
Union, brings to eight the rep.esentatives of the class of 1941 in the Carroll chapter. Six others had been
named a year ago, and the total now
exceeds the usual limit by one.
Along with the senim:s named to
ASN are four juniors. They are Frank
Talty, junior class president and varsity basketball player, Frank Ho;on,
the Sci.:mtific Academy president who
has received no grad~ ' ·~:!S than an A
since h.,. entered Carroll, Vrank Greicius, officev in the Glee Club and
ntember of sE-veral other coll~gi~Le orgo.nzations, and Peter Mesner, president of the Intercollegiate Club and
vice-precsident of the Little Theatre
SOClC:ty.

Radiomen Offer
Amateur Dran1a

"The enthusiasm with which the
Glee Club has undertaken the prepa!ration of the musical selections for

G\~e

Early this week Rev. E. C. Horne, S, J, President of the University, appointed two more seniors to membership in Alpha Sigma Nu, Jesuit college honor fraternaty. The choice of John F.

The Oratorical Society has announced the opening of the annual John
Carroll oratorical contest. The preliminaries, which are open to all upperclassmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors, will be held Tuesday, April 8.
Today is the deadline for contestants' entries which are to be given
either to Daniel Ryan, Oratorical Society chairman for the event, or Paul
Vincent, president, or Kenneth Fitzgerald, secretary.
All speeches must be kept within a
maximum time limit of seven minutes
and must be original. The chairman Father Sullivan Makes
stressed the fact that the orations
Appointees KnDwn
must be made without notes and must
T'nc 1mnouncement was made through
not deal with personalities.
Judges for the preliminaries of the Hev. P~ul D. Stillivan, S. J., moderacontest arc tentatively Father E. C. tor of tC.e Carroll chapter since its
Tomorrow, April 4, the Radio Club McCue, Dean, Father D. B. Cronin, ir.ception two years ago. In explaining

Glee Club Prepares In
Greatest Enthusiasm
~

ASN

- - - -- - -- - - - - - - -

21 ~nter lntercoiiBgiate
Jesuit Latin Contest
Probably the toughest exam of the
whole year will be taken soon by
certain students of the Latin classes
\Vhen the Mh"lUal Intercollegiate Lat=
in Contest was held under the direction of Fr. Joseph A. Kiefer, S.J .. , head
of the classical language department.
Carroll participates with twelve
other Jesuit universities and colleges
in three provinces.
Taking the exam are Dan Ryan,
senior; John Whelan, Ted Saker, Ed
Kipfstuhl, Mitchell Shaker and Louis
Sacristc, sophomores; Joseph Bregar,
Joseph Ciolek, Thomas H. Corrigan,
Clifford Duffner, Willin.m Ennen, Robert Ennen, Martin Franey, Vincent Hagarman, Gordon Horst, Joseph Mcintyre, Anthony Palermo, E u g en e
Roesch, James Snapp, Richard J.
Spath, Kenneth F. Wise, freshmen.

the ASN limit ol seven

-peT clas!;,

Pa-

thP.r ~n!H.,,,., sa:tl p<!~iSGi~.:-J -b~

'!'he sket ·h, ~ h!.,tcr~ o.:-..ftt.em
orable highlights in the formation and
enactment of t h e Federal Reserve
Law, represents the second effort of
Mesner, and the first effort of Mulvi-

bl?br-:-•.- the P.?b!!c ~o~+own s!:lo~!y
after the prehmmanes.
The Society hopes to hold the finals
before the Knights of Colutnbus. ~nd
have judges of the Cleveland mun1c1pal

hill in radio drama.

court as contest judges. The winner of "when two or three men are held a-

Others, besides the authors, taking
part in tomorrow's program, will be :
Jerome Sullivan, Irvin Blose, Daniel
Ryan, and Paul Downes, all students'
in the College of arts and science.
On March 29, Dan Ryan read a talk
prepared by Fr. Daniel B. Cronin,
freshman dean, on "Education and National Defense." Fr. Cronin had originally planned to give the speech himself but was sent to Chicago to attend
the meeting of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.
James Brugger acted as
Master of Ceremonies and Frank Greicius was the organist.
On March 22, the Radio Club presented an adaptation of "Kamlamo"
originally written for the stage by Emmett Lavery and Grace Murphy.
Both authors had given permission for
the radio adaptation and expressed
their approval of it. This was the first
time that the story had been presented on the air.
The story itself concerned the labors of Fr. Damien, the leper priest
of MolokaL Fr. Ryan enacted the role
of the leper priest ·who so heroically
gave his life to the betterment of the
living conditions and the · spiritual
welfare of the miserable lepers and finally died a leper himself. Aiding Fr.
Ryan in this presentation were Gerard
Mulvihill, Peter Mesner, Dan Ryan, Irvin Blose, Nick Baril!e, Bob Politi, Emmet Quinn, and Miss Ann Schroeter,
an alumna of Ursuline College.

this final contest will be presented bout equally worthy of recognition,

Junior Guild Card Party
The Junior Guild of John Carroll
University has announced plans for
a card party to bP held on the afternoon of April 26 at the Hotel Hollenden.
In charge of arrangements for the
affair is Mrs. McNulty.
The Guild extends an invitation to
the mothers and sisters of Carroll
students to attend.

obtained from the fraternity's nation-

al office.
"l:>uch appointments can exceed the
ordinary limit," Father Sullivan said,

with the president's medal by Father and when it would be unfair to omit
E. C. Horne, President of John Carroll one or the other."
University.
Carroll's ASN moderator made no
comment on the junior appointments.
He ventured the opinion that additional choices may be made during the
balance of this year or early next fall.
The latter procedure is the more likely, Father Sullivan stated.
He reiterated that ASN choices are
On Tuesday night, March 25, the made on the triple basis of scholarJohn Carol! band and the Ursuline ship, loyalty, and service. Other acCollege choral club opened their first tive members of the Carroll chapter
annual combined concert to a Cull are Harry Svec, Charles Maurer, Danhouse at the Windermere High iel Ryan, Joseph Saly, Samuel MarSchool auditorium. The concert was cus, Robert Ress, and Paul Vincent,
planned by Mr. Jack T. Hearns, direc- all seniors.
tor of the band, and by Sr. Mary Cilene, directress of the choral club.
The program made a big hit with

Ursuline, Carroll
Score In Concert

WARNING!
The senior prom will start at
nine and close at one a.m., according to William Joyce. Ticket sales are going rapidly, but
Joyce warns that absolutely no
one will be able to dodge the
higher price of 4.50 at the door.
The buyers on installment plan
must clear their bid or pay the
higher price at the door.

the /00 music ent1msias s w o jammed the hall . As feature presentations, Paul Vincent and Bob Wolf
played a difficult trombone duet entitled "Pals Polka" and Margaret Mary
Lynch, solo sopranist, charmed the audience with Schubert's "Hark, Hark
The Lark." At the intermission she
was presented with a huge bouquet
of flowers by George Leicht, frosh saxaphonist in the band, as a token from
her classmates.
Miss Jeanne Michael acted as student directress for the choral club
and Rita Vincent was the piano accompanist. Although the concert was
well attended and was pronounced a
success the attendance was not representative of John l.:arroll.

Story Ends; Miss
Thornfon Dies

The sequel to the most tragic story
that Carroll ever heard is written.
Kathryn Anne Thornton died last
Tuesday as a result of injuries received
in the automobile accident which
proved fatal to Robert Appleton last
month.
Miss Thornton received the last
rites of the atho IC Church from her !!!!!!;==;;;
brother, the Reverend James B. Thornton. Father Thornton will sing the Requiem Mass at Holy Name Church at
ten o'clock this morning.
The Junior Class is offering their
communions, prayers and masses in
the form of a spiritual bauquet for the
repose of the soul of Miss Thornton.
The accident in which Miss Thornton reveived the fatal injuries occurred on March 2. She and Robert Appleton a junior at Carroll, were driving
west on Ohio 84 near Wickliffe, when
the automobile skidded out of control
and plunged of£ the h1ghway. Appleton was illed instatly; Miss Thornton received severe burns when the
wreckage caught fire.
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THE

.. . columist abuses
liberty of press . . .

CARROLL

materialistic but grossly illogical. But
perhaps her father is right in his confidence that she'll grow up.

Friday, April 4, 1941

l'JEWS

ARROLL
ATS
OLUMN

The spectacle of a college publication
airing such views on marital fidelity as . . . why not observe
those permitted by the editor of the the constitut:ion . . .
Oberlin Review is disgusting. We can
Is the Carroll Union Constitution valBy Ted Saker
only laugh at the position of the editor ueless as a guide to student governThe program manager at NBC got a letter
who found himself in a broil after allow ment at Carroll? That is a moot ques- recently which allegedly ran: "Deat· sir: Aren't
ing the printing of a column containing tion today after two successive presi- there any bingo games, dances, or movies that
approval of sexual infidelity in man-- dents of the executive council have cho- your singers and orchestra leaders are aciage and the establishment of marriage sen to ignore or violate sections of the quainted with? I am tired of being taken home
several times each night. (signed , KATHon a business basis, an argument to be document.
LEEN. ..
Bernard J. Petty set the precedent
terminated at will.
The so-called authorities are complaining of
Here is an instance where freedom for reducing the Constitution to ascrap another ill-effect of BMI-ASCAP feud: no new
of the press was turned into license. of paper "·hose tenets may be followed
name bands have appeared.
The Review's editot· attempted to ex- when advantageous to the president
( cf. Billboard, March 28)
Stating that Will Bradley
cuse himself by the statement that he and disregarded when advantageous to
and Vaughn Monroe were
disagreed with the columnist's views his designs. Now William D. Joyce, the
only orks that reached starbut believed that she should have the incumbent follows the example set him.
lorn since Jan. 1, the comSeveral
interesting
instances
of
parfreedom to express them in the column
plaine pointed out that the
allel
between
the
actions
of
Petty
and
of his paper. Hiding behind the cloak
top-notchers, Glenn Miller,
<Jf freedom of the press, in this case Joyce can be shown, but we have space
Kay Kyser, etc., are dictatlicense, he suffered his paper to be now to point out only one of the most
ing own prices for theater
cluttered with trash of such a nature. evident. We refer to the extra number
contracts ... The broadcastHe countenanced the effacing of a fun- of members gracing the Prom commit- e,·s naven't
with ASCAP yet because
damental freedom in favor of a lesser tee, to the excess of seniors and defi- they don't need ASCAP music . . . but they
ciency of sophomores on its roster. will sign--on their own terms. . .
one.
.
Joyce
has eleven members on the com- PROM NOTES: another surprise is in store for
Disregarding the moral issue inmittee,
seven seniors and only one so- promgoers: you will probably hear the debut
v.olved, on which we can hardly debate
on common ground with the columnist phomore among them. Now read what of the soon-to-be-famous song writing team
in the case, her assertions are false the Carroll Union's Constitution says of Matt Cantillon and Jack Hunt who have
written (actually ) a strikingly beautiful mele\en in their physical aspects Her con on the point:
ody entitled THAT WAS LONG AGO, and
"ARTICLE
9,
SECTION
3.
The
Annelusion that a man should engag-e in exAT THE BEACON, two scorchers. . . Wayne
tra - marital relationships and be given ual Prom Committee shall be chosen by King offers a discreet panel of sweet music
an easy oppcrtunity for divoxce, hinges the President. The committee shall be with his T~SE THINGS YOU LEFT ME and
composed of NINE members chosen WE COULD MAKE SUCH BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
.Q1l bet· premisD~ that, after the arrival
of children lhe woman ceases to be a from the four classes in this manner: which will sell to the slow dancers ... for that
"atisfying menb! for her husband and FOUR including the President of the snazzy snatch of sentiment, NUMBER TEN
that he would be better off without her. Union from the Senior class, two from LULLABY LANE, we suggest Dinah Shore who
The columnist's argument ignores ·the Junior class, two from the Sopho- hereon turns in the usual swell job. . .
REVIEWS AND PREVIEWS. . . Had
man's 1me positi·~n in su~h a setup; it moFe class and one from the Freshman a NEWS,
sneak preview of one of Artie Shaw's latest
class.
The
president
of
each
class
shall
refuse~ to ccnsicter th•' paternal in.~tinct
and thought cam~ that with each release,
l I is blinded to the compensatory force be among those named on the commit- Shaw's revolutionary contingent attains greatof the e 'er wider circle of interests tee'' .. Capitals ours.
er virtuosity..
A careful readin~ of the quoted secu·hich co cs to mother and father ~CLASSICAL MUSIC
.--.-~"fl esult of .parenthood. The girl tion, compared witf.l what \Ye aid ab ve.
last week, RCA-Victor released an eventful
" offering. Playing Brahms' B-flat concerto,
argument is not grossly is sufficim1tly explanatory.

Science Notes
By Frank Honn
The first a ctual laboratory work on explosives began last week in the chemistry department with the manufacture of pyrocellulose, a •tvhite, brittle sustance and the basic
raw material of smokeless
powder. The operations Qf
synthesis, purification, and
routine laboratory tests have
followed plant procedure, as
prescribed by official U. S.
- Army Specifications. Because
of the lengthy treatment necessary to insure stability of

file final product, the batch is not expected to
be completed until tomorrow or early ne..'<t
week.
Pyrocellulose, or pyro, is produced fhen ordinary cotton is treated with a mixture of sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and water in the approximate proportions of 65-20-15. In the
method used by the students, the dried cotton
was allowed to remain in the powerful acid
mix for 2-1 hours, care being taken to a\·oid
high t(>mperatures and consequent fume-offs of
toxic gases. After the nitration, a preliminary
hniling for 26 hol!!:!! in slightly acid so!ut.i on
removed most of the excess acid remaining in
the nitt-ocotton fibers. If this acid were not
removed, an unstable and highly dangerous
smokeless powder would result. The next purification step was a 16 hour boiling in neutral
so1ution. Finally, the pyro was boiled for 8
hours in dilute alkali, to remove the last traces
o{ Rcids.
Of great importance during the whole procedure is strict laboratory control. With the aid
of the nitrometer (described in the last issue )
and ordinary titration, the mixed acid is analyzed before and after its reaction with the
cotton. Careful control is essential here because of three widely different products formed, depending on the mixed acid composition.

Screwball l-laul
by Jack Cooper and Dick Weisbarth

If there is any similarity between the characters mentioned in this column and any real
persons, living or dead, it's better than we
thought it was.
Celebl'ities:-Blond and beautiful Dan Hespin
bas been so-o-o good lately. He attends Mass
every morning-with Mary Lou Allanson. . .
the influence of a good woman and all that.
Speaking of enlightening influences-and we
were, weren't we - a letter from his Peggy
makes Jerry Higgins happy as the proverbial
skylark. . .
It's wonderful what a car will do for youMargaret Mary Reddy has been frequently seen
riding in Andy Mulwick's 1941 Chevrolet. . .
Bob Roberts must go for red hair; he is seeing
a lot of it, worn by Ursuline's Frosh president,
Mary Nolan.
Art Artzner and John · Baytos braved the
blustering weather of the St. Pat's day parade
sans coat and nearly froze. . . another badly
disappointed boy was Pierce Meighan, who
spent the day looking for Kay Lavelle, who
was not to be found - could it be that his
Xavier competition took over for that oay?
Among the pessimists here at Carroll is
Bernie Whelatf who said that he would know
his friends today by the doleful expression on
theil· faces.
Anyone wanting to know just how it feels
to have two dates for the same night should
ask Paul Menster. If you can't find him-ask
us. Tops among this year's April Fool jokes
is the one promulgated by Dick Kenney.
Telephone calls by him announced a specially
dispensated wedding on the morning of the
first . . . only sucker we know-Bob 'Wolf.
We Wonder . . . if Nick Predovich has found
out what a "blind date" is yet . .. how many
of Ursuline's glamour girls will grace our prom
. . . why half the inmates of Bernet Hall are
broke today, no doubt . . . if Virginia Donahue,
Notre Dame College sophomore, is the real
Continued on page 6

Arturo Toscanini, the NBC Symphony, and
Vladimir Horowitz, combine in a breath so
sweeping that the composer himself would be
honored at the rendition. So much effort has
been poured into this production that one
venture to say that no library would be complete without it. The rest of the page could
be taken up in superlatives, but suffice it to
say that this offering will be immortal as a
true conception of Brahms in all its brilliancy.
(Album 740; $6.50 ) .

It Says l-lere
By Tom Moore
When there is a story to be written that no
one else wants to do, or when it is time to
sweep up the news room, they always say
"Let Tom do it." That is how I happen to be
writing this column.
It seems that the editors received a letter
from a person named Charlie asldng us to print
an article to be known as "What to do at the
Prom, Before and After." From the text of the
epistle it would seem that Charlie is not on

The Carroll News
Edited For and By the Students of
J-oh-ll Can-.oH University
PUBLISHED bi-weekly from October 1 to
June 1. except during Christmas and Easter vacations, by the students o! John
Carroll University from their editorial and
business offices at University He! hts,
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By Bob Donnelly
King AI Marcus is to be commended for hav-

ing obtained Larry Clinton's top-notch band
for the Prom. That's progress for you! Only a
few years ago one of our
Prom Committees was in
ecstacies over the thought
of obtaining the Guadalehara Trio. Unfortunately
they missed the Trio by
th1·ee days when the boys
stopped over at Toledo to
change banjo-strings. That
was the year the Prom enaders danced to "Budizek and His Chamber Music - - You Furnish the
Chamber." Of course this
was several years ago. I
don't recall the exact date.
but I think it was the Prom following the one
at which they had the violin soloist. (His name
was Victor.

He sometimes plays

for funera ls

and science seminars around town.)
As Spring football progresses and the National defense program moves forward, we become more puzzled about the prospects for
the coming year. For my part, I'm 100 S"• behind the preparedness program. (And the further behind the better.) Let's give England all
material aid short of first string varsity material. The last bulletin I received from my general staff reported as follows:
Backfield: Very low in stature, quality points
and draft numbers, Phil McGrath and Nick
Barille have pretty low numbers, Vince DeJulius has been sent a questionnaire, and AI
Gaul has been measured for his uiform.
Line: From end to end the line will average
about a questionnaire a position. Captain-elect /
Ed Sheridan has been summoned by the Chicago office but is claiming his eyes are so bad
he can't even read the letter. He con fidently
expects t o pe eith~ deferred .or J..,,. •
I
is looking at the world through rose-colored
glasses. He can't see a thing without them, he
says.)
Tackle Lenny Reichelt, the accordian player,
may squeeze through the season without being
drafted. He plays left tackle and "My Wild
Irish Rose."
Assistant Coach Frank Gaul may follow his
brother to camp shortly. Frank posseses a great
wealth of brotherly love and a very low call
number. When AI departs in June, all Gaul
will be divided into three parts-Cleveland in
in the West, Waterville in the East, and Shelby
in the South. (Not to mention Frank in a
quandary.)
the ball as far as things social go (in spite
of t.lte fact that he is a freshman. )
Now, Charlie, the first thing to do is to get
a date. Great care must be exercised here, because, brother, if you pick the wrong type,
you may as well file bankruptcy as soon as
the courts open on the seventeenth. It is
amazing how a "J ust-a-coke" type can be
transferred into the "Seven course" variety
by merely adding a long skirt and a bunch of
flowers. You have to watch them, Charlie.
More Moore on page 6
Moderator ..

. .. . . Rev. B. J . WernPrt, S.J.
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CARROLL

NEWS

If you happen to be in the vicinity
of the John Carroll auditorium this
Sunday, April 6, and hear horrible
sounds emanatinr from it, do not
think that one of Major Bowes' muchma!iified amateur units has been
stranded in this neck of the woodsno, just remember that those spasms
are coming from members of the Inter-Colleiiate Club who are presenting
their first amateur show then. Peter
Mesner, president of the organization,
who is in charge of Sunday's festivities, has promised that the program
will be novel and highly entertaining.
Notre Dame and Ursuline Colleges are
planning to send large delegations to
this meeting which will be the last
one until the 27th of April.
"Modern education which disregards
first principles and stresses only the
practical cannot satisfy the demand
for sound thinkers and good parents
which are the need of this nation today," stated Fr. William O'Donnell
Ph. D., pastor of vur Lady of Mount
Carmel parish in Cleveland before an
enthusiastic audience of more than
one hundred ICC members at Ursuline
College last Sunday, March 30. Fr. O'Donnell lamented the fact that altho~~· this country is in the foretrent in progressive education it still
leads the nations of the world in
crime.
During the business meeting which
preceded the address, the ICC adopted
Christ the King as its patron and set
aside that feast as a day of special
veneration. The club then decided to
continue its activities during the summer months and to hold a dance at
the first convenient time after Easter.
Miss Mary Nugent, secretary, acted
as hostess at this, the first meeting
ever held at Ursuline, and the splendid .
turnout was due to her diligence and
to the untiring efforts of the Ursuline
poster committee. After the meeting
the hostesses provided refreshments.

The Carrolites ot Camp Shelby cer·
te.inly had themselves a time at Natchez the week-end before last. Accord·
ini to Elmer aHyek, who incidentally
dished up some mighty fine metaphors in his description of the trip to
this column, an army convoy of two
large trucks and twenty men left
Camp Shelby at 2.00 in the afternoon
of Saturday, March 15. The government has really taken quite an interest in the Shelby-Carrolites. The trip
from the camp to Natchez, Miss. is
over 160 miles, yet the authorities of
the camp detailed transportation for
their convenience at no co~t whatever
~o the club.
Still possessing the ability to endure
hard seats that was aCquired at Carroll
the boys were in top form reaching
~heir goal, Natchez. The first thing
they headed for was a p1ace to cat.
<Vter spending two months in an army camp, even roast beef sandwiches
taste good. Southern food is all it's
cracked up to be. Carroll men are
known connoisseurs of eats and they
approved to the man. It so happened
that Natchez was celebrating its Pil~rimage, a sort of homecoming celebration at which all the people of the
town appear in costumes of the Civil
War era. The ladies were all in hoopskirts and crinoline while the men
were in military dress. The Carrol!ites
thought for a minute that they had
stepped behind the scenes of that
~reat feature Gone With The Draft.
(Which only reminds me, the draft
has taken the wind out of many sails. )
That evening the boys were invited
to the dance that was being held in
connection with the celebration. It was
a breath-taking sight as hoop-skirted
maidens and their manly uniformed
escorts tripped lightly to "Beat Me
Daddy Eight To The Bar".
After a tour of the historic mansion
set amongst moss-draped trees and
flowing lawns, the convoy returned to

The announcf?ment of the hostesses of the annual Carroll Prom was made by the members of
Prom Commi.ttee t_his week. The members themselves will act as hosts and their compan1ons for the evemng w1ll assume the honor of b eing hostesses.
~he
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onsecration
of Students for April 22
The annual consecration of the student body to the Sacred Heart of Jesus will take place at the convocation to be held on April 22. Bill
Joyce, president of the Carroll Union,
will recite the act of consecration in
the name of the student body.
Fr. Dennis Burns, S. J., of the philosophy department will deliver the
sermon Cor the occasion.
This is an anuua! affair sponsored
by the Union to encourage Catholic
activity among the students. It helps
to express to the students their duties
to God as t....atholics and the duties in
their state of life.
the camp on Sunday.
Gene Kirby. Armos Layer, Jonas
Moran, Steve Polachek, Hank Unger,
John Tucek, Tom Kelly, Ed Kohn, Ray
Novak, Fred Printy, Ray Nissus, Jack
Hogan, and Elmer Hayek and a few
other members of the club represented Carroll on this tnp. Gene Kirby had
the complete list of all those who had
gone on the trip but for some unknown reason Gene has been placed
in quarantine for 21 days and took
the information with him. Poor Nick
Fasciano, Ed Dydo, Mike Dwyer, Dave
Marquard. Bob Marchand, Bill Mahoney, and Tom Sweeney had to stay at
the camp and keep house for the
other Shelbyites.
On Sunday ,April 6, the alumni
group of the class of '40 will present
the Cleveland Baseball Club's picture
Play Ball. All members of the class
(Continued on page 6 \

LCUe Weitzman Conclude Lectures

~ZijQ ~~ -11£~
-• .1 ::;. /VIC

1

''We are called on today to defend Democra-, "The period following the war was a time of
ey against totalitarian powers. It is only if we great extremes ... of the Teapot Dome scandal
ha.ve a total Democracy that we can defend our- . . . of conuption among high government offiselves against any aggressor nation." These cials ... a period in which respect for law was
words keynoted the lecture on "Social Justice 1 something out-of-date. During this period, the
and National Defense" delivered by
Rev. Louis Weitzman, S.J .. , last Sun· ht · th
d't · m to an
d ay mg
ef aub 1 ortu
. m
t SOO men
eager au dd1ence
•
t d o t a ou
women a~ s u ~ s.
.
Fr. V:e1tzman m_ the fma! addres~ of
the senes on Nat10na! Defe~se po~nted out the _pre~a!~t ~d 1mmed~at~
need of soc1al_ JU~tJce m the . Umtt
States to mamtam an effectiVe defense program.
He went on to show by way ol
xample the terrible disaster that
e
overtook France because of the interna! struggle between capital an d 1a b or,
leading finally to dissension and ruin.
He accused the labor leaders of looking to the "task of the moment and
not of the future."
The very evident and sound solution, accord ing to F r. W e1't zman, 1·•es
in "building our beliefs, our ways of
thinking, and our American ideology
by strengthening the fundamental socia!, civil and economic rights of all
free citizens," because he added, "social justice is the basic requisite for
a united citizenship.
As direct violation to this rule he
cited the abuse of .th-e negro vote in
the south, and in all parts of the nation, the cold attitude sho·wn toward
the negro race in defense program by
factory employers. .
The principles of social justice are
not hard to comprehend. They consist merely of uniting the United
States as a total democracy, of equal
cooperation of labor and industry
with the government independent of
its nature, of paying a decent living
wage to the working man, and of keep
ing the public well informed on topics
rcgarding capital and labor.
"The common belief that strikes are
the outstanding bottlenecks in our deCcnse program is an attitude worse
than a lie. The real reason explained
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Fr. Weitzman, "is the fact that 'big
b .
,
f
t
'!'ttl b .
,
usmess re uses o 1et 1 e usmess
h
·
th
w
h.
s are m
e program.
e s 1p more
.
J apan t h an we do to Eng1 gaso1me to
land. Before 'big business' would contract with the government to supply
military machines from their factories
they had to be doubly assured that
all their expenses would be met and
paid for in advance by the government.
Small, insignificant strikes
"We must not imagine that
we in America are free from
Atheism. · · how many believe
in a personal God.. Is not God
for some a vague force, or Reason, or Science, or Money?
Youth sees thrs and wonders."
-FATHER McCUE
were played up in bold print in neighboring newspapers while no mention
of them appeared in the local publications."
Judging from the following statement, the-laber conditions .in the United States, in our democracy, in our
land of the free, are very debased,
corrupt and in need of a general renovation. When n man of authority
makes a proclamation that, "Men
prate about defense in one breath and
in another attempt to justify the accumulations of mountainous fortunes
built by a few clever, and in some
cases, unscrupulous, financiers who
dictate the fate of millions of their fellowmen, and that they also control
the presses so that they can formulate the opinions of the very people
who helplessly depend upon them for
their daily bread, then there is something basically wrong with our present
administration of government.

youth of today were born." With
this start, Fr.. Edward C. McCue, S.J .. ,
dean of the university, began his Lenten Lecture March 23.
The speaker outlined the years in
which modern youths had grown.
Scathingly, Father McCue recalled the
roaring twenties in which they were
born-the twenties of the Teapot
Dome, glamouros movie stars, and
French scandals. All these were shattered by the crash of '29. The depression made people forget spiritual
things in their striving for material
things.
However, Father McCue went on,
our "Youth problem" has come up
among us, and the morality of ct·
both state and personal, is left ain JOn,
the
dark. Previously, all questions of mara!s were decided by the church. That
is not so today.
Father McCue stated that nationalism, or state worship, "brought to its
own culmination in the worship of the
Collec~ivity ( Communism ) or in the
worsh1p of blood (Nazism) ."
"Communism re~cts against individ.
u a! 1sm
. . . an d see k s its communion
(Continued on page 6 )

Prom King Al Markus has announced that he will escort the beautiful Miss Doris Koenig. Miss Koenig, a
graduate of John Hay, is at present
employed by Halle's. Markus, besides
being chosen by his classmates as
King, has been a member of the football squad for the past three years
and is a member of the Education
Club.
Sharing the Prom spotlight will be
Miss LoisDonahue, who has accepted the invitation of Bill Joyce to reign
as Honorary Prom Queen. Miss Donahue will be attending her fourth Carroll Prom with Bill. She is one of the
most popular girls in the senior class
at Ursuline College. She shared the
honor of being co-queen of the Ursuline Prom last year.
Bob Ress, president of the Commerce Club, has chosen a hometown
Massillon girl, Miss Janet De Long, as
his date for the momentous occasion.
Miss De Long was awarded the American Legion medal for being the outstanding girl in the Senior Class at
Washington High School, Massillon, in
1937.

Schmitt Will Escort
l\liss Jean Nash
Former editor of the Carroll News,
Jack Schmitt, will escort Miss Jean
Nash. Miss Nash is a graduate of
Garfield High School, and at present
is employed by the Aluminum Company of America.
Coming from afar-off to attend, her
second Carroll Prom will be Miss Mary
Jane Garvey, a junior at Mundelein
College, Chicago. Miss Garvey will be
escorted by Football Captain-elect, Ed
Sheridan.
Miss Mary Helen Shea, a freshman
at Mount St. Joseph College, Cincinnati, will be sqwred by Jack Ennen.
Jack, as senior football manager, has
become well-known by his work with
the athletic teams. Miss Shea is a
Cleveland Heights girl who will be
home for her Easter vacation.
Co-captains Don Meyers of the hockey team has asked Miss Carolyn Nichols to accompany him to the dance.
Miss Nichols, a senior at HathawayBrown, is interested in dramatics.
Frank Talty, stellar basketball guard
and junior class president, has selected Miss Winifred Murray, Notre Dame
College J'unior, to accompany him to
th e p rom. M'1ss Murray 1s
· v1ce
·
·
pres•dent of the Notre Dame Spanish Club.
Miss Agnes Weber, St. Ignatius
Prom Queen in 1939, will be escorted
by the genial chief of the sophomores,
Clayton Matowitz.
Miss Mary MeGraw will accompany Kermit Neeley,
freshman class president.
The Prom committee has appointed
three sub-committees to handle the
business of the committee. The three
sub-committees with their respective
I members are: Publicity Committee.
1Clayton Mato~tz, Don ~yers, and
Frank Talty; T1cket Committee, Jack
Ennen, Ker1111t Neeley, r:'ld Bob Re~<:·
Tt!x .. c\t• t•tlll r. '""!!•· r. JJ.toittec, Jack
•
· .m
. d E <i· ...<::]-·•n'd &n.
Scnmitt
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Msgr. Treacy Talks
at: Mission Convo
In celebration of Propagation of the
Faith Day which is April 29, the Sodality of John Carroll will have a
special program at the convocation
period. Msgr. John Treacy, Diocesan
Director of the Propagation of the
Faith, will be the guest speaker. An atte:npt is also being made to obtain
Father Kilian, famed missionary, of
India, for the occasion.
At this meeting, a check, representing the total of the funds obtained at
the collection at the Student Mass on
Friday mornings, will be presented to
Msgr. Treacy as Carroll's donation to
the mission cause. This money will
then be sent to the Jesuit missions at
Patna, India.
At the past few Sodality meetings,
discussions have been held regarding
student relationship. At the conclusion, a series of resolutions was passed
for the members to follow in an at·
tempt to better this relationship at
Carroll.
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By Mike Zona

Before a capacity crowd estimated at 400, eight new
champions were crowned in the
fourth annual Boxing show
staged by Frankie Gaul.
Joe Ciolek, Bill Ennen, Chuck
Raimondi, Ray Knapp, Jerry
Higgins, Joe MacMahon, Bill
Lennon and John Wilhelmy
came out of their encounters acclaimed as champions.

~~~''•''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'~'''''~,,,,,,,,,,,
By Joe Wolff
When sport writers resume their selections next grid season, they'll have
another factor to consider. For another selection will overpower all other
selections. The government is conducting its own All-American and athletes
WW~ii~\iifi"if ·rom all colleges in the states will be represented on this na-

.ional squad. Even Carroll has a few who expect to be
.amed to the training grounds in the country's camps.
The daily newspapers got the edge on this story when
.1ey announced that Captain Ed Sheridan (that is of Carroll's gl'id army had already started through the selective

In an unexpected upheaval of precedence, three technical knock-outs
were registered by the young hopefuls. Ciolek battered out a TKO over
Bill Paskert; Raimondi took Bongiorno
into camp and Knapp also subdued,
Whelan via the TKO route.

In addition fullback Vince DeJulius ex-

;>ects to get a call this summer.

But others are in the age

groups mal{ing them eligible for the draft.

TONIGHT

New ·Champs Crowned. •1n Boxing Show.

Streak Sports • • •

;ervice machinery.

-

SEASON

On thTfi;;-Tony

--------:.:..: .Jyrne, Len Richelt, and Frank Hughes expect or have already received their pape1·s. The backfield will also feel the call. The Barille
boys, Ange and Nick, arc both in line for service; Bob Van DeMotter and
Phil McGrath have also crossed the twenty-one year mark and may not be
present in the autumn.
The only hope lies in physical disability. Lou Gehrig and Greg Rice,
stars of the first order have already been exempted from immediate service
on these grounds.

Ciolek KO's Paskert

I M Baseball After Easter
An intramural baseball league will definitely be formed immediately
following the Easter vacation. All interested in entering teams should begin
lining up their prospects and start contacpng hold-outs. Precautions must
Pictured above are Frank Reda and Bill Lennon as they posed for the
be taken against class conflicts.
camera before their fight at the Carroll Gym last night. The bouts were atNew Cage Sched Announced
tended by a jammed house of cheering spectators as the Fourth Annual Show
With but one new team appearing on its 1941-42 schedule, the cagers of was staged by promoter Frank Gaul.
the Blue Streaks are already signed up for sixteen games. Kent is the newcomer in the group, and Canoll will play the Staters in 1wo contests. The
schedule thus far is as follows:
Place
Opponent
Date
there
Kent
January 8
there
Wooster
January 10
here
B. W.
- ~J.4
there
Fcnn
January 16
bert>
Mt. Union
January 17
With the original field of 128 paddlers weeded down to eight title asthere
Akron
January 30
pirants,
all eyes were focused today on th quarter finals of the intramural
here
Case
February 3
ping pong tournament currently running in the smoker. Great things are
here
Ashland
February 6
there expected of these matches as they pit the best of the school against one
B. w.
February 7
another.
there
W.
R.
U.
February 12
It might be reminded that these
here
Kent
February 16
matches must, under penalty of forthere
Bowling
Green
February 19
feiture, be played no later than this
there afternoon in order that the semi-finals
Case
February 21
here may be played on Monday. The finals
w. R. u.
February 25
here will follow then on Tuesday, possibly
St. Joseph
March 2
March 4
Akron
here at Convocation.
Frequenters of the smoker have seen
Teams played by the Streaks during the past season but not placed on
Under the leadership of their new
the new set up are St. Bonaventure, Niagara, Toledo, Wittenberg and Marietta. some mighty sharp boys in action during the past few weeks, and there coach, Chuck Heaton, the tennis team
are many opinions as to who will started in earnest last Monday the arcome out on top of the heap. Among duous job of conditioning themselves
the favrites are "Rebel" Gavin, who fo1· the oncoming season. This year's
has won the acclaim of followers by schedule is probably one of the toughhis smashing offensive play: Bill Mul- est that a Carroll tennis team has had
ler, who has proved the spoiler by to face in the last few years.
bumping Jack Grauel and Lennie WoNo real weak spot looms in the
da, and Bob Dombwwski who upset list which includes beside all the "Big
the applecart by dumping Bob Kenny Four" teams, Akron, Kent State, OberTonight Carroll's hockey team concludes its drive for the lccal title. This
yesterday afternoon. Although no spec- lin, Kenyon, and Fenn.
Of these,
encounter is interesting in that with the outcome may possibly come a new tacular, Bob is consistent.
Kenyon and Oberlin .are n wcomers
title holder since Case's formatable outfit presents the most dangerous threat
Of course we must mention the dark on the schedule, .a~d w1ll represent the
Cnnoll has yet encountered in a play-off series.
horses of the tournament, Joe Sep- strongest opposition.
Kenyon, a
· .
.
h 1 t
h· h t
In their recent victory Case showed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - koski and Dick Schmidle. Practically
sc 00 a w. IC
en.ms IS 8 ~a_Jor
great endurance and an ever increasan unknown, Dick has smashed his sport, has gamed natwnal recogrut1on
.
d .
·
ing skill and team play. The game
way into the quarter-finals, and if he for 1ts
teams
urmg the past few
should prove a real battle as Case has Against Dyke Sunday
can surmount Bob Dickey will be in
years.
come to position where they could
the semi-finals.
A. dvance notic.cs indicate that the
Joe Sepkoski, though he is deficient
take the reign of Champ from the CarCarroll's bowlers have succeeded in in offensive play, has the game to Carroll team will be much improved
rolls, and will throw everything into
this season, having .four returning letthe attempt. On the. other hand Car- scheduling another opponent in Dyke upset many a better player. They termen, Nolan, Klemhenz,
Miller and
_
Schoor
of
Commerce
fo1·
a
home
and
have a tough assignment, however, ;f
roll has been released from the presDow
ng,
eaCh
of
whom
playe
m evsure of maintaining an undefeQ.ted home engagement t be played on Ap· they are upset Gavin, Dombrowski or
ery match last year.
ril
7th
and
14th
at
three
o'clock
in
Muller.
strealt, and will play with fire in the
In addition to them the team will
eyes in an attempt to avim~:e the last the afternoon.
Perhaps the best match played to
The home match will be played at date has been the Dick Kenny-Bob Ga- be strengthened by several promising
defeat at the hands of the Engineers.
sophomores nnd a junior. The sophoDon Myers and Gene Davis w'i 11 Colony Bowling alleys, and the next vin affail·, in which Gavin triumphed mores arc Bruce Thompson, Dick Moset of games at the Dyke home alleys. only after the stiffest opposition. Kendraw the curtain on their college caThe winner will be decided according ney showed unusual stuff, but the cool riarty and Mitch Shaker. Jack Grareers in this final game of the playuel is the junior. Jack did not play on
steady play of the Steubenville stylist the
offs. Don has played a lot of Hockey to total pins.
team last year because he did not
determined
the
match,
18-21,
21-14,
while he has been at Carroll and the
John Carroll will be represented in
attend Canoll during his freshman
club will suffer by his absence. Don the match by its most consistent ma- 19-21, 21-11, 21-19.
In another heartbreaker, Irv Fried· year which automatically made him
competed with the local amateurs be- ple-topplers: Len Pchola, Ted Virag,
ineligible.
fore displaying his wears, at center, Herb Zaller, John L. Malone an d man bowed to Bob Woods, the Mas·
That Jack will make the team this
sillon
city
champion.
Irv
took
the
here at Carroll. Gene Davis has risen Chuck Mason.
year
is rathet· taken for granted in
first game but 1st three in a row to
to star during the present campaign as
view of his fine tennis bw•kground.
be
eliminated
from
the
tourney.
He
Should
any
other
schools
in
the
via defense man. His game has been
While a freshman at Reserve, Jack
a steadying factor to the club and ~inity like to play Carroll they are still retains, even in defeat,
Frank Greicius and Bob Dickey went won their intramural tennis tournamany were the opponents rushes that :lsked to contact the bowlers as soon
(Continued on page 5
Continued on page 5
as
possible.
(Continued on page 5

Ping Pong Finalist:s Will

Conclude Tourney Tuesday

Tennis Players
Start Practice

Case, Carrolll-lockey Squads

Fight: in Arena Final T onite

Carroll Bowlers Roll

After two rounds of terrif'n figlfting
Ciolek, who had been pushing the fight
all the way, caught Bill with a hard
right to the head and sent him staggering to the canvas. Dizzily he arose,
but was unable to continue and so
Ted Kara, referree, wisely halted the
fight.
Bill Ennen and Joe Anzivino continued to thrill the spectators as they
exchanged blows for three exciting
rounds, with Ennen coming out on the
long end of a close decision. Ennen's
left jab kept flickering into his opponent's face and held Joe at a safe
distance.
The next two fights had very sudden
endings. Raimondi, rushing out from
his corner, caught his oppone111t with
a series of left and rights and continued his barrage throughout the entire round. His -9flflGtl
at the end of the round tha
e
"'
Charlie O'Connell thought it best to
discontinue the fight in order that
no serious injury might ensue. In the
following fight Ray Knapp pounded
Jim Whelan into submission in two
rounds. im was unable to get inside
the rangy reach of the erstwhile Carroll basketeer and as a result he was
forced to fight most of the fight in a
crouch. Then during the second round
he aggravated an old shoulder injury
and because his left was useless during the rest of the round, the fight
had to be stopped.
Jerry Higgins and Joe MacMahon
were the next to be crowned. Higgins
won his title by pounding out a clearcut victory over Tom O'Kane, while
MacMahon was extended for his title
by Jack Hutchinson's counter punching. This latter fight was one of the
fastest-moving bouts of the evening,
as both fighters continuously moved
about looking for openers to land their
pet punches.

Feature- Attractions Have
Unpopular Decisions
In the two featured attractions fans
were treated to two of the most un. .
.
popular deCISions ever Witnessed by
this reporter. In the semi-windup
F ran k R e d a b a ttl e d through th ree
t err1·r·1c roun d s WI'th Lennon giVen
·
the
victory, whife in the finale John Wiihelmy was accredited with a victory
over Tony Veteran.
Th e f'n·s t t wo roun d s o f th e R e d aLennon were ra th er c1ose a1t h ough
Bill with his climatic rallie~ ook he
first. But the third rm_'nd was all Reda.
He continually hit his opponent at will
and his bard punching seemed to most
of the crowd to have cinched his victory, although the final decision was
otherwise.
In ow· opinion the last fight resulted in the loss of his title to Tony Veteran; a title which seemed successfuly
defended although those with whom
the final decision rests didn't seem to
sgree. Veteran's stinging rights hurt
his valiant opponent a great deal, and
although Wilhelmy's boxing skill was
better than expected against a heavier
opponent, it didn't appear as though
he would weather the third round.

J
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In another .two "·eeks millions
of Amer1cans will forget their
troubles and turn their minds
from a conflict of guns to one
in which a bat and ball play a
very important part. April 19
marks the opening of the 1941
major league baseball season,
and from the time when President Roosevelt tosses out the
first ball of the year until the
early days of October this great
sport will occupy the attention
of all sport fans.

'

As is the custom of all so-called
sports writers the author of this column is going to try his hand at prognosticating the results of the forthcoming pennant races, to save many
fans the trouble of following five

months of intense battling.

Zazas, Dead Enders Battle
For IM Title; Series Even

-1"

Regaining their form after suffering their first Intramural
League loss in two years competition, the sophomore Zazzula
Zazas rallied to subdue the junior Dead Enders, and so even up
the play-off series for the title.
As yet, plans for the final game are
not definite. It was scheduled for today, but because of the absence of
Pete Corrigan, league scoring leader,
and Tom Smith, regulru· guard, the Zazas would be severely handicapped if
they are forced to play without them.
In the first game in the best out
of three series, the Dead Enders were
never headed once they picked up full
steam and they emerged a 21-17 victor. . Close-guarding and desperate,
wild shooting featured the Zazas first
defeat. Although Tom Mazanec was
the only one ejected from the game
because of excessiv fouls, the game
was far from being a picnic..
The loss of Mazanec at the half
was one of the main reasons for the
Zazas defeat. Leading 8-6 at the half,
the Dead Enders were able to keep the
lead as Bill Jacoby's height enabled
him to keep Corrigan's scoring total to

ful finish to a highly entertaining season, and hope that Gene Oberst will be
able to accomplish the same with intramural baseball.

Golf Season St:art:s
By Jerry Sullivan
This year's golf team, which is headed by Bob Trivison and Matt Schneider, is likely to hold the lime light .of
spring athletics. To date, Tom Conley has contacted and scheduled Kent
and Akron.
The Kent match is to be a home and
home affair. The first of the series
will be played on Carroll's home
cow·se May 5, and the second at Kent
on the 22nd of May. Carroll has not
as yet selected a home course, but

In this a season low of 4 points. Ray Casey, there are possibilities of their using

issue the National League race will be perennial scoring star of the league.
the subject of attention, while in the led the winners by putting in 3 basnext one the American League will kets and 2 foul shots.
be looked over.
On Wednesday the desperate Zazas
Right now it appears as if the NL struck with full force and finally
race wiU be contested between three triumphed 29-27. Forced to come from
teams, the Cincinnati Reds, the Brook- behind, the Zazas did, but only after
lyn Dodgers and the St. Louis Cardi- the Dead Enders had lost Bedell on
nals. The Reds as last year's champs I fC'u]s. He joined Yonto and Hughes
are given the inside track and with \vho had previously been forced out
Bucky Walters, Paul Derringer and cf t.1e game. Although tied 14-14 at
Frank McCormick in the van they the half the Zazas soon fell behind as
should be very hard to beat. But Hughes started to find the basket
there is one very good reason why from all angles and put in 10 points.
they won't win and that is the An interesting see-saw battle throughBROOKLYN DODGERS.
out, the game progressed rapidly to its
In my books they are the team interesting finish. Corrigan's 7 baskets
to beat. You can't add a 20 game and one foul shot for a total of 15
points again led the winners. The final
winner~ like .Kirby Higbe to a team
which came so close to taking the flag two minutes of the game were thrilllast year and still expect them to ing as the Zazas tied and finally over1>-----t-:,atdl -thc-R~~ a,>·ay with it c<~me the Dead Enders' lead with Maagain. And you can also remember zanec and Corrigan putting in 3 points
that Ducky Medwick and Pee Wee apiece.

either Pine Ridge or Sleepy Hollow.
The latter is the most likely choice.
The third, fourth and alternate positions have not been decided upon.
Try-outs will be made at the Uni\·ersity course immediately after the
Spring recess and those interested
should contact Schneider or Bob Trivison for the exact date. There are
hopes that Case and Fenn will have
teams this year. If this becomes a reality Carroll would like to propose a
local tournament. Herb Bee has been
appointed as coach according to a report from Chuck Heaton.

Trivison, Schneider
Lead Team

Reese will be fully recovered from
Thus, if the Zazulas ·wish to retain
the injuries that kept them on the the title which they won from these
bench for the greater part of the 1940 same Dead Enders last year, they will
season.
have to do so under a terrific handiThe Gas House Gang from St. Lou- cap today. Whatever the result, howis and Bill Terry's New Yorl- Giants ever, we can be assured of a successwill complete the ~rst division. The
Cards, if t~ey had another good pitcher to aid Mort Cooper and Lon Warncke, might go places, but as things
stand they can not be expected to finish higher than third. By the way,
(Continued from page 4 1
watch young Walker Cooper. He h as he broke up.
all the makings of a big leaguer and
Now John Carroll's long unbeaten
may give baseball another brother streak in local colege hockey, 41
battery.
straight games without a loss, is hisThe Giants will end up in fourth tory. It came to a dramatic concluplace mainly because of Cliff Melton sion before the relentless attack of a
and Clyde Castleman. They will have dauntless Case team, 2 to 1 in a terto do most of the work because most rific overtime duel. The winning goal
of Bill Terry's other hurlers are old was registered by Ed Cockrell diminumen and cannot be counted on as tive but determined Case center, at
sources of aid, although Carl Hubbell 9:08 of the third overtim period. As
Cockrell picked up a rebound and shot
will help some.
it home, ending the game on a sudden
As for the rest of the league only death" basis, the Blue Streaks experione position is practically certain. The enced their first defeat since January
Philadelphia Phillies, minus their two of 1939.
ace pitchers of last season (Hugh MulThe game was the second of the two
cahy via the draft and Higbe via the -out-of-three play-off series and tied
trade route ) can not be expected to the finals at one all.
win as many games this year as last,
Carroll's goal was scored by Joe
and one can defmitely state that they Hachey in the first period, on a shot
will lead the league from the wrong that was a perfect play with Clem
end for most of the year.
Rs.nnigan. Case tied it in the second
period, George Knepper hitting the
The other three teams, the Chicago
corner picking up thevpuck on a pass
Cubs, the Pittburgh Pir·atcs and the
from Darrell Albrecht, Case defense
Boston Bees should finish in that orman.
One regulation five minute
der, although the Bees have a better
ove1·time was played, and another ten
than average chance of climbing highminutes on a sudden death basis, ender if Max West continues his terrific
ed without a score. There remained
slugging.
only 52 seconds in the second sudden
Both the Cubs and the Pirates death period when Cockrell scored.
seem destined to go nowhere and the The game started with both teams
only reason that they are given fifth playing close fine hockey, but as they
and sixth positions is because of the entered the second period the play
hapless plight of the Phillies and the opened up a bit and penalties were
inflected frequently. At the close of
bitlessness of the Bees.
So there you have it and if you third period, Carroll was at a slight
want to know who will meet the boys disadvantage with both Myers and Hafrom Flatbush in the World Series, chey in the cooler, but no score was
turn to thi!> column in the next is- netted and the game went into overtime stanzas.
sue and find out.

Hockey Finale T onite
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Jack De Haas will act as manager
for the team. Of those already competing for positions, AI Gatll and Fred
Fanelly have shown the best form.
Efeili)lan, a member of last year's
team will return, if his flying does not
conflict with match dates. Bob Trivison and Matt Schneider were winner
and runner-up respectiYely in the inter-mural tournament in their freshman year. They have had considerable experience in match games in that
they ·were team mates at Cathedral
Latin. Matt apparently inherits his
golf ability, since he is the brother o£
John, twice district champion. Other
schools will be scheduled later when
open dates are made available.

I

Dorm Plans Spring
Baseball Tourney
Every year at this time most of the
students at Carroll become baseballminded. Just as in preceding years
the custom has been to ha\'e a tournament among the Bernet Hall students, so also will there be one this
year.
The Hall Council has already begun
active plans toward the selection of
the teams. The games will be played
after dinner each day, excepting
•.veekend days, the starting date not
yet set. The number of teams participa~ing, thou~h not yet defini_te, will
be m the netghborhood of e~ght or
nine. The process of selecting the
players of each team is not a complicated or biased one. Captains are appointed by the committee in charge.
which is also the body who draws
up the rules.
These captains draw lots and in the
designated order select, one by one,
their men. This simple routine removes the possibility of having totally weak teams, or exceedingly powerful aggregations.
The coveted prize, of course, will be
the baseball medals, which are each
year awarded to the championship
The purpose of this intra-hall league
is to stimulate good sportsmanship and
clean fun among the fellows. There
is not a doubt that this activity will
reap huge measures of success, just as
all the other afCairs sponsored by the
Hall Council have.

Wh·o's Who at: Carroll
j

The CARROLL NEWS is happy to
give credit to a student who has already made good in his chosen sub· H
Svec. The
ject. That stud en t IS arry
subject, Chemistry.
Harry J. Svec arri...-ed in Cleveland
on June 24, 1918. In due time Harry
entered Garfield grammar school, and
was elected a class officer; in his second year he was elected to a seat in
the Students Assembly: in his third
year he was appointed judge of the
Student Council. His fourth year has
found him president of the Student
Council. While in high school he also
played quarterback on the varsity and
guard on the basketball team.
Mr. Svec enteted Carroll in 1936
and began an intensive study in
his chosen field
He has been a
member of the
Scientific Academy since his matriculation. He was
elected treasurer in 1938 and pl·esident in 1940. During the present term
he is serving as chairman of the
science seminars.
For the past three years, Harry has
been gaining valuable experience as
an instructor in the quantala(ive laboratory. Meanwhile, he has been taking
a course taught by Mr. Burke on Military explosiv~s. For relaxation he indulges in his three favorite hobbies:
cooking, playing the ...-iolin and a mild
study of geology.
After graduation Harry has an opportunity to accept a fellowship at
Iowa State, but it is believed that he
will continue his study of explosives.
He is not worried about the dn1ft, at
least not for another year.
His actions are imbued with modesty . This was exemplified when he expressed a desire to be excluded from
this honor.

Ping Pong .

Perhaps being born in the tumultous year of 1919 accounts for Bob
Hcngesbuch's interest in debating nationa] problems. Perhaps it is just because he relishes nothing better than
a good argument - but whate\'cr the
rel\son for his interest in debating, his
ability to debate has made h;m one of
the most prized
members that e-

,·er graced n Carroll rostrum.
Robert W. Hengesbach was born
in Willoughby, 0.
on Sept. 25, 1919.
After loafing about home for si..x years, Bob decided
to enroll at Immaculate Conception
Grade School in Willoughby. In the
grammer grades he served as an altar boy and took part in school plays.
At long last Bob left grade school
and entered Willoughby Union high
school. Here he began his career as an
orator. He was a.n active public speaker and was chosen class orator nt the
graduation ceremony. Proving his versatility he played end on the football

team for two years. Bob was n mcmbe1·
of the Scholarship Club, the Hi Y, and
took the lead in the senior class play,
''Growing Pains".
In September, 1937 llob enrolled at
John Carroll. As a freshman he won
the Freshman debate tournament ·with
Ivan Andes as a partner.
Bob in his second ycm· look up radio work and appeared in several
scripts. He also was extremely active
in intercollegiate debating.
As a Junior Hcngeshach sen·ed as
a president of the Oratorical Society.
His interests here branched out. He
was n member of the Executive Comm
ittee of the Carroll Union. He wns also a committeemen at the junior Home
coming dance, Fall Festival, Junior
Guild Dance, and the Prom.

• •

~Continued from page 4
contest 21-18, 21-16, 19-21, 18-21,
five games before Dickey took the
26-2·1. . Dickey, the St. Ann champion, seems very much concerned with
determing the final outcome and had
stamped himself a favorite.
As this tourney has progressed
there has been much talk of holding a
doubles tournament. 1f sufficient interest is shown, perhaps this can become a reality. Certl\inly it would be
wise to find a partner for, i£ it were
held, it would start immediately after
Easter holidays.

In 1940 Bob was too busy to do
more than debate . But that deb .. t;n~;
was without a doubt above the average of the society of the last four
tournaments he has lost only three
out of twenty debates - a record that
is apprached by few. During his college career he has won an average of
4 out of every 5 debates. Af er gnlduation Bob intends to join the J\Inrines.

DENTISTRY
as <I Career

Tennis . . .
(Continued from page ·l )
ment of that year, and last fall in the
tournament he reached the quarterfinals without much difficulty; however at that point the tournament
was called off because of bad weather.
Jack Miller, who has the best wonlost average· of the returning singles
I players, is determined to. better ?is
I record of last year. Jack IS roundmg
into shape fast and in practice his
hard, fast game that was poison to
many of his opponents has not lost
any of its speed during the winter.
The team has been practicing in the
gym but expects to start outdoor practice as soon as the weathet· permits.
According to Chuck Heaton, if plans
progress as forseen there will be an
intra-team tournament during the Easter vacation.
----------------~'"'••••"'"'"'"'"'"'"'''""''"'"'"'""'"'"'"'""'"'"'"'...

Dentistry offers on opportunity in the field of
heolth service for men of
obilityond determination.
Advanced stondords hove
cut down dentol •school
ottendonce by 44% in
recent years.

I

J AK • K R A W
SANDWICHES

ROCKY RIVER DRIVE
( South East Corner
HILLARD & WOOSTER RD.
University Heights
2171 WARRENSVILLE CENTER

I'

I

>

The Marquette University
Dental School is one of the
18 dental schools of the
United States whose diplomas arc recognized in all of
the states.
The close relationship of the
Dental and Medical Schools
at

Morquettc Univcrs•tv

en advantage to students.

is

Entrance requirements; Two

years in a recognized College
of Liberal Arts w•th satisfactory credots in biology,
chemistry, and phy5ics.
For complete Information
concerning

opportuni tics

in

dentistry, write to the Secretory,

Dental

Marquette

School,

~niversity

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin.

NI.A RQU ETTE
UNIVERSITY
.\t.ilwoukce
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SS OUicial Speaks
To Sociologists
Mr. James Bold, secret service of·
ficer of the Treasury Department,
showed educational government films
released by the department to the
sociology classes on March 25.
Mr. Bold reiterated the fact that
detection of counterfeit bills is very
simple. There are only three types
of currency printed by the United
States Government for circulation.
Another characteristic is that the denominations of bills may be identified by portraits on the bills.
The United States Secret Service in
cooperation with the police department has been authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to show
throughout the country these educational films as an aid to crime prevention.
The pictures, prepared in close collaboration with the Secretary and oth·
er Treasury Department officials, are
intended to instruct citizens against
the twin dangers of counterfeit money
and Government check forgery.

N E W S

Father McCue . . .

l

Teachers Take Trips

Screwball Haul ...

(Continued from page 2 )
of '40 are invited.
Henry Martin, '40, formerly with the
Republic Steel Corporation is now
connected with the War Department.
You say in your letter than you
have never been to a Prom before,
thus I assume that yo need a dress
suit. Go to the tailor and tell him
your needs. There will be a slight
delay while they check your draft
card, but eventually a little guy in a
white coat will drag out the monstrosity that was "just made for a man
of your type." What if your sleeves
are too long? It saves wa!>hing your
hands.

Continued from page 2
Fr.. Edward C. McCue, S.J., dean,
( Continued from page 3 )
reason for Jim Misch's happy-go-lucky
left Wednesday afternoon for several
attitude. . . if Johnny Kraft and Mike in economic activity . . . ( and \ trans- days to attend a meeting of the CathoHoynes are still looking for the pieces forms Christian Communion into an lic Educational Association at New Orof the ten-dollar bill mysteriously torn entirely temporal and despotic Com- leans.
at Grisanti's St. Patrick's day-some munion-. . . .'' he continued.
Fr. Remi Bclleperche, S.J., left this
people don't care what they do with
morning to attend a m eeting of the
"National
Socialism
refuses
to
see
in
their money .. how much longer John
Philosophy Section of the Ohio ColClancy will make that long trek from man a creature and an image of God.
the West Side to see Lucille Maselock Rather, man is so much biological ma- lege Association in Columbus.
terial who must set up as a God
the pride of the 107th.
the primitive . . . element.
demands th~t you let your date pump
"We must not imagine that we in
the bike home.
1935 Dodge two-door scdnn .. $125
When you arrive at the Cleveland America are free from this Atheism.
1936 OQdJ:'e 4-door sedan .... $250
We
have
the
highest
divorce
rate
outNewly painted. new tires
keep in mind the fact that the Prom
I
is held in the Ball Room not in the side of Russia. We refuse to repeal
1937 Ford 85 de luxe coupe $2~5
Bronze Room. Should you get con- the Federal laws on birth control, but
Radio .a.nd heater, n ew pe.l.nt.
fused, just sit down and wait until violate them with impunity. As long 1
ee
RAY LUTZ
can Y£. 9844
you see some upperclassmen pass by. as the outward facade is preserved,
we are not greatly concerned."
Then get up and go the other way.
Charlie, the proper thing to do at a
dance is dance. Remember this and
do not follow the example of the upperclassmen who believe that the thing
ARNOLD J. SCHMIDT
to do at a dance is to first find a
dark there goes that blue pencil
$1.75 and $2.00
again.Prompt Delivery
Phone: Dla.mond 4051
I'll see you at the Prom, Charlie.

Moore Explains Prom
(Continued from page 2 )
Flowers? Yes, but not the variety
that you suggest. Goldenrod isn't being worn this year. Another thing,
it's rather a long walk downtown and
back, I'd suggest that you talk your
cou:sin into letting you use his sport
model Colsen for the evening. You
pump on the way down, but etiquette

ORCHIDS
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Plans are now underway by the Literary Society to emulate their banquet of last fall. The meeting will be
held sometime during the first week •
of May. The arrangements, including
the location and speaker, are yet to
be announced.
•
At the dinner last fall, Dr. J. De- •
Lancey Ferguson, a world-noted authority on Robert Burns and the field

NEVER

!•

UNDERSOLD

EASTER GIFT

•

I

of American literature. was the guest :
of honor. For this affair the society •
is endeavoring to obtain another such :
speaker.
•
At the last meeting of the club. •
John McLaughlin. a junior. delivered j :

AS THE PERFECT

•
E

OR ANY CARROLL EVENT

IIll! ,
1
I

1

SEE BRUNSWICK'S FOR THE FLOWERS
VIN COLLINS, Agent

WE SUGGEST

RECORDS

•

F 0 R THE pROM

1

=

MAY

•••
I

ON PRICE OR QUALITY

I
I

a paper on "American Dialects."

Friday, April 4, 1941

--------~~~~~~~~~~~

More Misch ...

•

Literary Society Plans
Banquet-Program for May

CARROLL

10914 CARNEGIE AVE.

•.•

•
•

THE IRWIN RECORD SHOP
12407 CEDAR ROAD

I

YEllowstone 2223

OPEN EVENINGS

•

iu•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~

Drop a line to •
for your copy of TOB
the book that giv s you the facts
about tobacco and tells you why

for a CooLER, MILDER, BETTER SMOKE

A

short while ago we published TOBACCO·
LAND, U.S. A., the only complete picture story
of the growing, curing and processing of fine
tobaccos, from seed-bed to cigarette. So great
was the demand for this book from smokers
everywhere that another million copies are now
coming off the press. TOBACCO LAND gives
real information and is yours for the asking.
The more yor1 know about how cigarettes are made the
mure you 'II enjoy Chesterfield ... the cigarette that Satisfies.

AiL ~1/, FOR THIS

JIV'~FREE

MORE SMOKERS ASK FOR CHESTERFIELDS EVERY DAY

BOOK

Reading his copy is RAY MILLANO, now \tQr-

ring in Poromounfspictur~. "I WANTED WINGS.'"
For your FREE copy write ro _

CHESTERFIELD, P. 0. Bo• 21, New Yo•k Cay.

/

